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Windburner Duo
WRITTEN BY ~ GREG DULEY

Insulating the canister
from the cold ground aids
performance hugely

Testing
The Duo boiled 1 litre of water in 3
minutes 50 seconds, and 1.8 litres in

7 minutes 15 seconds in our standard
test conditions of 17°C water and
18°C ambient temperatures. And it
wasn’t affected by the 5 km/h wind
at all. We followed this up with a 15
km/h test that stops most stoves
dead and this only slowed it down
5%. No other stove can match this
burner in the wind. It used 11.5 gms
of gas per litre water boiled. The 5°C
test didn’t slow the boil time down
at all, but as you get below 0°C it will
slow down, and unless you use a
few tricks, you won’t be able to keep
the WindBurner going below -5°C.
There simply won’t be enough gas
vapourisation to create enough gas
pressure to keep the burner alight.
Other open head burners will actually
stay alight at temperatures below
-5°C, but not with sufficient heat to
actually boil water, so they don’t offer
any practical advantage. Why is this
happening you say? Let’s have a bit of
a discussion about cold weather gas
stove performance.

The Cold
MSR are part of the Cascade Designs group,
an American company that specialises
in state of the art products for serious
outdoors people
We use their tents, Thermarest mattresses and cookers in the TV
Show. Their unique enclosed burner stove has been around in a
number of manifestations since the original Reactor we tested back
in our “FastBoil Cooker Head to Head” back in issue 28 .They released
a personal cooking system version with a 1 litre pot in 2014 called
the WindBurner, which we reviewed in issue 44.
This is a unique stove that uses
radiant as well as the usual
convective heat transfer. Think of it

like the heat you feel from the sun,
as opposed to the warm air you feel
from a fan heater. The enclosed head
burner also entrains 100% of the air
needed for combustion before the
burner head surface, whereas most
stoves only entrain about 60% of the
air at the mixer tube, then rely on
another 40% from the surrounding
air at the burner surface. This allows
MSR to have a totally enclosed burner
head which is so much less affected
by wind and adverse environmental
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conditions. It is also internally pressure
regulated, to maintain more consistent
burn times from start to finish of the
fuel canister. There is no piezo ignition
though, the burner must be lit with a
lighter or match - always on top before
you put the pot on.
The latest in the WindBurner family
is the Duo Stove system. This is

a modular system with a remote
burner head with its own support
and a braided stainless steel hose that
connects to the gas bottle. You can
use any of the WindBurner family of
pots on it, but a new 1.8 litre pot has
been designed specifically for it

Windburner
Duo Features
» Ultra-Efficient: Windproof radiant
burner and pressure regulator
maintain stove performance in
windy and cold conditions; faster
boil times & more fuel efficiency
than conventional stoves.
» Compact Nesting: System
perfectly nests all components
including an 8-oz/230gm MSR®
IsoPro™ fuel canister.
» Modular: Stove is optimized
for all WindBurner cookware and a
range of cooking styles.
» Stable: Anti-topple stove
features a remote canister design
and self-centering pot.
» Radiant burner with boil-tosimmer control
» Pressure regulator for consistent
performance
» 1.8 L hard-anodized aluminum
pot with integrated heat exchanger
& insulated cozy with handle
» BPA-free drinking/straining lid
» 0.85 L integrated bowl, 610gms
inc bowl

Firstly, gas stoves run on just that –
gas! The fuel canisters contain liquid

fuel, mainly butane, that turns to gas
when you open the valve releasing
the pressure allowing it “room”
to vapourise. The pressure in the
canister keeps it liquid. The cheapest
butane, n-butane, vapourises down
to just below 0°C, but it needs to be
about 10°C above that minimum
vapourisation temperature to create
enough gas pressure for a burner to
operate properly – not much use in
the mountains. A more expensive form
called isobutane vapourises down
to -12°C, so will still operate a burner
at -2°C – much more useful. Propane
vapourises down to -42°C therefore

In the wind, there is no better
cooker. Even in a 15 kmh wind
that stops all other cookers dead,
the WindBurner is only slowed
down 5%

works fine down
to -32°C, but also
therefore creates
a much higher gas
pressure for any
given “normal”
temperature –
too much for a
little thin walled
gas canister to
contain when
it’s hot. (Look
how thick the
steel is in the 9kg
propane bottle
you run the gas
barbeque on!) The
higher the temperature is above its
vapourisation temperature, the higher
the gas pressure, and the stronger
your canister needs to be. You could
get away with pure propane in a thin
walled canister up to maybe 10°C, but
you could end up with a bomb if the
day gets too warm, let alone if you

left a canister sitting in the sun.

So consequently, safe but usable
cold weather fuel is a mix of mostly
isobutane with some propane. The
best canisters like the MSR ones run
an 80% isobutane/20% propane
mix, with no n-butane at all. The
cheaper models, even if they say
things like 70% butane/30% propane,
will contain a large percentage of
n-butane which is near to useless in
the cold. So a new 80/20 MSR canister
will work just fine down to -8°C, but
the issue is the propane vapourises
quicker in the cold, and very soon
your 80/20 mix is more like 99/1 and
your stove will slow right down - and
worse still if that 99% left is n-butane,
you won’t be getting that hot cup of
tea at all! The best way to ensure good
cold weather performance below 0°C
is to keep your canister warm, so the
isobutane vapourises at a similar rate
to the propane. Now compounding
this is the fact your canister in use
(evapourating liquid into gas) is
effectively a refrigeration unit. A fridge

The remote burner of the
Duo is extremely stable
and easy to use

has an evaporator and a condenser
though which the refrigeration
liquid/gas is pumped. It takes heat
to vapourise liquid, and that heat is
sucked from the surroundings – which
is how a fridge works – the evaporator
inside the fridge sucks the heat out
of it as the refrigeration liquid turns
to gas, while the condenser outside
the fridge releases heat as it turns
back into a liquid again. Simply, inside
cold, outside hot – perfect for a fridge,
but not so good for a gas canister! So
whatever temperature your canister
starts off at, once the stove is running
the fuel will get colder and colder,
which is why you see frost/ice start to
form on your canister in temperatures
well above 0°C, and why a “canister
cozy” doesn’t help much.
As we’ve already said, the best
way to keep your stove working
satisfactorily below zero is to keep
the canister warm. If it’s going to be

below zero in the morning, put your
canister inside your sleeping bag
during the night. Start with it warm
and keep it warm while the stove is
running. And this is where the new
MSR Duo really comes into its own.
Because it has a remote canister, you
can put it up on something to insulate
it from the cold ground or snow. You
can easily put your hands around it to
warm it up, or put the first bit of water
heated in a bowl and sit the canister in

The burner with its
legs in the folded
position
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There is another cunning plan for
use at temps below satisfactory
vapourisation, and that is to use
an inverted canister stove with a
generator that can run on liquid, but
we’ll leave that discussion for another
time. With a remote canister stove
like the Duo, using common sense
we have had no issues maintaining
satisfactory operation down to -10°C
air temperatures.

Do we really need to know how many tahr there are?
Himalayan tahr are currently administered under the Himalayan
Thar Control Plan and the Himalayan Thar Management Policy.
The Control Plan defines an overall
population of around 10,000 throughout
the tahr range comprising 6976 sq km in 7
management units. Intervention densities
are set in terms of number of tahr per
km2 in each of seven management units
ranging from <1 to 2.5 tahr per km2 and
two exclusion zones at 0 per km2.

The Duo is a welcome addition to
the WindBurner family and we’ll
certainly be using it anytime there’s
more than two of us. At 1.8 litres it

can boil enough water to do 3 x 2
man Backcountry Cuisine meals at
once, and even 4 meals with 450mls
each at a pinch – then you just need
to top up each meal with a little
more water from a second boil but
at least everyone’s meal is already
rehydrating. No one wants to wait for
the second boil and have to watch the
others already eating at the end of a
big day! In cold weather trips I’d also
take it for a 2 man trip, as the better
performance outweighs the extra
150gms over the 1 litre WindBurner.
The remote canister system is so
much easier and more stable to use,
especially as the burner has its own
built in, fold out leg supports – no
little plastic fold-out tripod to lose or
break! The centre of gravity of the pot
full of water on the burner is so much
lower and less likely to get knocked
over that other personal cooking
systems. MSR have done away with
the bayonet fitting as the 1.8L pot is
so stable on the stove, which makes
it even more pleasant to use. On top
of that, at 850mls the bottom cover
is a really useful bowl so one of you
doesn’t need to carry a separate plate.
In perfect conditions there are other
open burner stoves that are slightly
quicker to boil and slightly more
efficient, so if you’re always going to
use your stove in a hut they’re the
best choice. But the minute you go
outside, the WindBurner will soon
overtake them in both stakes.

RRP $399
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A study on tahr abundance was
carried out by Dave Ramsey of the
Arthur Rylah Institute, Victoria,
Australia. Abundance was estimated

using 2 km x 2 km plots overlaid on the
location of 39 randomly selected DoC tier
1 monitoring plots. Helicopter monitoring
involved three separate counts of tahr
seen within each 2 km x 2 km plot. Each
count was undertaken at least 14 days
apart to minimise the disturbance effects
of the helicopter on each replicate count.
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The mean estimated total
abundance of tahr extrapolated
from the sampled management
units was 35,633 (Standard
Deviation = 9,025), which means
we are 95% confident the total
number of tahr is between
17,000 to 54,000 tahr. The study
acknowledged some limitations on
the methodology. These limitations
and the broad confidence interval
have not been communicated
when the public is informed
there are 35,000 tahr, which is
being promoted as the “official”
population and which may form
the basis for required harvests in
future control operations.
When the Thar Plan was written in 1992
the estimated tahr population was
10,000 animals, which was thought to
be an environmentally sustainable level.
That assumption needed to be tested
through the operation of the plan. After
all, the objective of the plan is not to
just hit a number but it is to have a tahr
population that, in the first instance, has
acceptable environmental effects, whilst
also providing a resource for recreational,
guided and commercial hunting, at the
minimum cost to all stakeholders.
The Thar Plan identified two important
tools, a tahr harvest model and vegetation
monitoring plots. From personal
experience, counting tahr is very much
hit and miss. Investing large amounts of
money in trying to count an animal that is
difficult to count is an unnecessary cost.
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that – just warm water, not boiling or
you’ll create a bomb! It is much easier
to keep a canister warm in use when
its not stuck on the bottom of the
stove!

Garry Ottmann has
been involved in tahr
management issues
since 1995. He has
also been a Game
Animal Councillor
since 2014.
Opinions expressed
are his personal views
and do not represent
the views of the Game
Animal Council

We cannot count what is there
with any precision, but we can count
what is not there (what we kill) with
a much greater degree of precision.
We can measure how many tahr are
killed, where they are killed, their
age, sex, reproductive status etc.
Poor condition can an indicate that
there are too many animals. We can
measure harvest currently for search
and destroy, AATH, AATH offsets,
guided hunting and commercial
recovery. The missing component
is the recreational harvest. A means
of monitoring recreational harvest
needs to be established and there are
a number of ways of doing this such
as hunter surveys and others.

Vegetation plots were established to
assess the effect tahr are having on the
environment. Additional plots have been
added and plots have been measured at
least three times since the Thar Plan was
established. Earlier indications were that
the condition of the vegetation was stable
or improving. Later analysis suggests that
this improvement has not necessarily
continued and in some places may have
decreased slightly. The actual picture is
more complex than this though. Were
there 10,000 tahr present at the
start of the tahr plan and how many
tahr were there when the plots were
measured? Who knows? The challenge

is to establish what vegetation state is
ecologically acceptable and what this
means to the hunting resource.
To start down this road, the harvest
should to be varied within the tahr range
to test relative effectiveness of methods,
numbers, sex or age in maintaining or
improving the condition of the vegetation.
For example we could kill every female
of breeding age we see in one area using
one or a combination of methods, and
then say 75%, 50% etc in other areas, then
equate this back to vegetation condition
and the quality of the hunting.
The Thar Plan also sets out priorities for
control methods. Generally, the first
priority is recreational hunting, followed
by guided hunting, commercial recovery
(these are at little cost to the taxpayer)
and, lastly, official control. We need to
be flexible about which methods are
used and where. There are areas that
recreational hunters and guided hunters
have difficulty accessing and where they
will never control tahr numbers effectively.
It makes sense to concentrate search and

destroy and commercial recovery in those
areas. However, search and destroy and
commercial recovery in easy access areas
results in taxpayer money being spent to
kill animals in places where foot hunters
would willingly do the job for free — but
they won’t if numbers have been
reduced already. It also makes sense to

use commercial recovery in preference
to search and destroy whenever it is
financially viable (maybe even through
subsidisation) to do so. Shooting tahr and
leaving them to rot when commercial
recovery operators are wanting tahr
to process is wasting money and
squandering a valuable resource. We can
minimise tahr control costs by being smart
and using hunters effectively, whether
they be commercial or recreational. It does
make sense to use government control in
areas where commercial and recreational
hunting are ineffective. The exclusion
zones and extensions of tahr range into
new areas are important examples.
If we want to achieve is a healthy habitat
and a healthy hunting resource at the least
cost we need to get smart about how
many and where tahr are controlled and
which hunting resources are deployed in
various locations to do that as effectively
and as economically as possible. Failure
to do so may mean that lots of tahr
are slaughtered, but that may not be
in the best interests of conservation,

or in maintaining the significant input
that commercial and recreational hunters
make to achieving targeted
conservation outcomes.
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